FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Registered Trademark Picture

THE PERFECT BLEND OF ELEGANCE, INNOVATION AND LIGHT CONTROL
Sheerview shades are the perfect blend of an elegant fabric shade with the light control of a horizontal blind. Light control and privacy are controlled by vanes appearing to float between the two
sheer panels that can be rotated open and closed when operating the shade.
This innovative fabric transforms natural light into soft UV filtered light without obstructing the
view or angle the vanes to control any amount of filtered light and privacy desired. Close the
vanes for enhanced room darkening and complete privacy. Sheerview shades will also roll up into
our sleek, fabric wrapped headrail for a completely unobstructed view.
Sheerview Shades are available in light filtering and room darkening fabrics in 3 vane sizes available in 48 of the most popular colors and shades with 4 control hardware options.




Freight is always included in the price (widths up to 96”).

Convenient User Friendly Online Ordering Software available 24/7.



Delivered anywhere in the continental US in 12 working days.
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CONTROL HARDWARE OPTIONS AND PRICING
CONTINUOUS LOOP (DEFAULT HARDWARE)
No Additional Charge
The Sheerview Horizontal Sheer Shade is featured with the Continuous Cord Loop System. The operating system allows you to
manipulate the shade into various viewing positions. From closed
and retracted position, pull down on the rear of the cord until
you have reach the desired height. Lower the shade all the way
down to the window sill, continue pulling on the cord and the
vanes will open giving you a view through the two sheer panels. To
close pull on the front of the cord until the vanes close.

CORDLESS
Add $200 to Your MSRP
Sheerview Shades Co now offers a Cordless operating system that
operates smooth and with ease on widths up to 96” and lengths
up to 96”. Our Cordless clutch is inside of our tube which means
minimum deductions on your inside mounts for even better coverage and light control. A slight pull on the tasseled cord will release the internal clutch to raise or lower your shade to any desired position. The Cordless shade’s tension can be adjusted to
suit your customers requirements with ease. This operating system is approved by the WCMA for Child Safety.

Motorized with Wand Remote
Add the $200 to the Shades MSRP (Includes
Charging plug and cord for charging remote)
 No Hard wiring for Easy Installation
 Long Lasting Lithium Batteries
 Simple to Operate
 Easy to charge

Motorized Without Remote ADD $400
Add $65 for a Single Channel Remote. Add $100 for a 15 Channel
Remote. Add $45 each USB Add the Motor and Remote to MSRP
then deduct applicable discount.
 Order Single or 15 Channel remote option
 Modern sleek design and mounting plate
 Will operate Up to 100’
 Child Safe No Cords
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HARDWARE
Control Option’s Minimums and Maximums
Continuous Cord Loop:

Cordless Shades

Motorized Shades

Maximum Order Width: 116”

Maximum Order Width: 96”

Maximum Order Width: 96”

Maximum Order Length: 144”

Maximum Order Length: 96”

Maximum Order Length: 96”

Minimum Order Width: 7.5”

Minimum Order Width: 2 0”

Minimum Order Width: 24”

Minimum Order Length: 11”

Minimum Order Length: 11”

Minimum Order Length: 11”

HARDWARE
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MEASURING
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MEASURING
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